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UN & U.S. Funding Border Invasion From Central America 
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Biologist Bret Weinstein recently traveled to
Panama’s Darien Gap, where he discovered
camps funded by the United States and the
United Nations designed to help passing
migrants reach the U.S. southern border.
Weinstein also discovered a camp filled with
Chinese migrants heading to the United
States, who seemed hostile. Meanwhile,
stateside, the establishment just released a
370-page monstrosity of a border bill that
would allow thousands of migrants into the
country.  

Other topics included in today’s episode: 

@ 6:30 | Are the Chinese coming here for bad or good reasons? 

@ 13:40 | The U.N. is on the ground in the Darien Gap facilitating the invasion;

@ 14:55 | The $118 billion Senate border bill.

@ 21:43 | Should the United States strike Iran to prevent it from becoming a nuclear-armed nation? 

@ 32:40 | John Birch Society researchers Christian Gomez and Peter Rykowski discuss “Secession or
Nullification.” 

RELATED

Read: “Bush, Tlaib Vote Against Bill Prohibiting Terrorist Immigrants; Most Democrats Vote Against
Three Immigration Bills”

Watch: “Southern Border Convoy: ‘Take Our Border Back!'”

Take action! Use the JBS’s legislative alerts & tell your state legislators to nullify all pro mass migration
policies. You can find alerts for your state HERE.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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